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Q1.  Read the passage. Then answer the questions in complete sentences.  

Going to School  

Abdullah and his sister Sara go to the same school. Abdullah is two years older than Sara. He is in 

Class 3 and Sara is in Class 1.  

The school is quite near their home and so they walk there each day. Before breakfast Abdullah takes 

his cat, Fluffy, for a long walk and Sara feeds her two rabbits, Snowy and Sooty.  

Abdullah and Sara often meet their friends on the way to school and they always say hello to Mrs. 

Ahmed the lollipop lady.  

Answer the questions. 

1. What is the name of Sara’s brother?       /1  

___________________________________________________________________  

2. Do they live near the school or far from it?      /1  

___________________________________________________________________   

3. What does Abdullah do every morning before school?    /1  

___________________________________________________________________  

4. What colours are Sara’s rabbits?       /1  

___________________________________________________________________  

5. Who is Mrs. Ahmed and what does she do?      /1  

___________________________________________________________________  
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Q2. Write a paragraph of 8 sentences around any one of the given topics.  /5  

‘My Best Friend’ or  ‘My Daily Routine’ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________ 
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